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Our Review:
The most important thing I can write here is that this is not a conventional low cost microstock [5]
site. A lot of people complain that they get no sales from this site, but it caters for a different market,
I don't think the buyers are amateur designers who want a picture of an apple for their health blog.
As photographer you set the price of your image between 20 and 300 dollars, and gain 70% of sales,
this is similar to sites like alamy, but sales are slow (in fact they are pretty much 0). Its hard to be
fair reviewing this site against the microstock sites here because the customer is likely to be in the
higher end of the image market, regardless of that if there are no sales then its a waste of time.
The whole thing leaves me wondering about what has happened to the traditional high end royalty
free [6] market, and if your hard to find exclusive images would not be better served being
distributed as rights managed [7] I from what I can tell that market I still very much alive.
Conclusion
I can't recommend imagevortex as a microstock site to submit your work, as of July 2008 they have
rejected every image I have uploaded as 'not what we are looking for' or 'poor composition despite'
the fact that those images are selling on both micro and midstock [8] sites, of the portfolio (28
images) they did accept back in 2006, I have made 0 sales over 2-3 years.
I'd be interested to hear from anyone with imagevortex earnings, and from anyone who buys images
from them regularly.

Site DetailsReal US$ Cost of 1 Standard Image: 15 (compare prices [9])
Referral Scheme: Yes - Separate to the photographers area run by a third party, commission of
10% on sales for 90 days. (compare rates [10])
Cost of a standard image (1600x1200) 2MP approx: 15 Credits
Royalty Rate: 70%, and 70% for images which they sub-license, but less for images which are sub
license and sold at a lower resolution (compare [11])
Cost of 1 Credit (basic): $ 1
Site StatisticsApprox. size of photo collection (0 = no current estimate): 0 Images (compare
[12])
Alexa Traffic Rank: -1 (a measure of the site popularity, lower number is better)
Alexa 3 Month Change: 0% (measurement of the increase of site popularity compared with three
months ago, negative is a decrease)

Overall Rating:

1

/10

(compare sites [13])
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